
RISE OF RUSSIA
Land of the Tsars.  Czars.  Whatever.



RUSSIAN STATES TO IVAN III

So what’s the deal with the Mongols?







APPANAGE RUSSIA

• Mongols administer Russia through the Khanate of the Golden Horde (1225 

to 1466 CE)

• Primarily used tribute systems to exert control– Moscow emerges as the 

center of appanage Russia

• Remnants of the Mongols in Russia were primarily out on the steppe (Tatars)

• Most had converted to Islam

• Mongol rule became increasingly contested, less effective





IVAN III 
(IVAN THE GREAT)

• The driving force behind Russia’s rise to power was Ivan the 

Great.  Not only did he build the framework of absolutism by 

centralizing power around himself, but he also managed to 

kick out the remnants of Mongol rule in Russia (1480 CE)

• Major Achievements: Unified Russia, got rid of Mongol rule.







EXPANSION UNDER IVAN III

• Undertook the “gathering of Russian land”

• Acquired Russian-speaking lands, ruled them from Moscow 

(Muscovite kingdom)

• Encouraged peasants to settle on newly conquered lands, 

especially to the east

• Cossacks—free peasants, recruited to settle on the steppe, 

serve as cavalry, lived as Orthodox nomads







TSAR OF ALL RUSSIA

You say “Ivan the Terrible” like it’s a bad thing.



EXPANSION OF POWER

• During the 16th century, Moscow and its territories referred to as the 

“third Rome”

• Modeled after the Byzantine Empire

• “Tsar” adopted as the title of the Russian leader (coming from 

“Caesar”

• Tsar as head of both the state and Russian Orthodox Church

• Russians begin to see themselves as God’s chosen successor to 

Rome and Constantinople





IVAN IV
(IVAN THE TERRIBLE)

• A fascinating and contradictory ruler, Ivan was the first Russian ruler 

to take the title Czar (Tsar).  He was unquestionably an absolute 

ruler– and often a violent and autocratic one.

• Major Achievements: Introduced extreme absolutist power, expanded 

Russian territory via conquest, intensified religious practice in Russia, 

and sponsored many architectural marvels.

• Major Problems: Set up Russia’s first secret police force, the 

Oprichniki, which killed thousands of people on his orders.  Ivan had 

many boyars murdered, destroyed whole towns in his conquests, and 

even killed his own son in a fit of rage.







IVAN IV AND GOVERNANCE

• Ivan IV reshaped Russian government

• Chosen Council– advisors chosen for merit

• Some local assemblies (“assemblies of the land”)

• Attack on  the power of the boyars  confiscation of large estates

• Land redistributed to supporters







TIME OF TROUBLES

I have a bad feeling about this.





TIME OF TROUBLES

• Period of civil war and instability following Ivan IV’s death without a 

competent heir (1598 – 1613)

• Numerous claims to the throne, lots of imposters and pretenders (the “False 

Dimitris”)

• Little Ice Age affects crops  widespread famine  peasant revolts

• Instability and lack of central control led to external attacks

• Both Poland and Sweden invade in 1610







ENTER THE ROMANOVS

In which Russia is big, grand, and somewhat tragic.





ROMANOV DYNASTY

• Mikhail Romanov selected as new tsar in 1613 by 

representatives

• Son of the Russian Patriarch

• Related to prominent boyar family

• Romanovs will maintain control of Russia until 1917 CE







PETER I
(PETER THE GREAT)

• Achievements: Westernization, St. Petersburg, modern army, 

new industries, education, warm water port (Baltic Sea), 

extended borders, unified the nation, reduced power of 

nobility, gained control of Russian Orthodox Church.

• Downfalls: Did not reach Black Sea, reforms died with him.



PETER THE GREAT AND WESTERNIZATION

• As of the 17th century, Russia was still very medieval

• No Renaissance, very “backwards” in comparison with Western Europe

• Peter I (1682 – 1725 CE) fascinated with technology

• Imposed programs of rapid Westernization

• Russians sent abroad to study (including Peter!)

• Reforms were progressive, but autocratic

• Builds powerful modern army and navy

• Better tax collection

• Challenges established customs













CATHERINE II (THE GREAT)

At the edge of modernity.







Happiness and 

unhappiness are in 

the heart and spirit 

of each one of us: if 

you feel unhappy, 

then place yourself 

above that and act 

so that your 

happiness does not 

get to be 

dependent on 

anything.

















SOCIETY FROM 1450 TO 1750

It’s cold and you’re probably a serf.













RUSSIAN ART AND CULTURE

Baba Yaga, icons, and onion domes.
























